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Slovní vyjádření, komentáře a připomínky vedoucího/oponenta:
The thesis describes new and original experiments on quuntu* turbulence ca:ried out by the author in
which superfluid helium is forced to flow through a wiáe channel by compressing bel1ows attached to one
end of the channel. As the helium flows into the channel it passes tirrougň a "flŇ conditioner,', simi1ar to
that used in classical wind tunnels, in order to remove any large-scale eJdy motion. Flow through the
main section of channel can be either unimpeded or through u grid, so thaithe system is analogňs to
either classical pipe flow or classical flow through a grid. 

-The 
quantum turbulence produced in a region

about half way down the channel (downstream of any grid) is monitored by observini the attenuation of
second sound propagating across the channel. Such a measllrement measures an appropriate spatial
average of the densiý of quantized vortex lines in the flow. Such measurements have been used in the
past, but in ýpes of flow different from those studied here. The aim is to provide experimental data with
which to compare the predictions of theoretical models of the appropriate fárms of quantum turbulence.



These data take the form of the dependence of the steady state vortex density on flow velocity and of the
dependence on time of a decaying vortex density following cessation of the flow.

The author has become expert in the quite complex experimental techniques required for this work. His
measurements appear to be very reliable. He is clearly familiar with, and understands, the background
literature. The experimental part of his thesis is very clearly written, in an unusually mature style. It
reminds me of some of the best PhD theses that I have encountered. Indeed I have seen many successful
PhD theses that are no better.

A substantial part of the thesis is devoted to the interpretation of the author's experimental results. His
results on the decay of the turbulence are similar to those obtained with other ýpes of flow, and here I am
huppy with the interpretation, which involves the determination of an effective kinematic viscosity that is
related to the rate of dissipation of the quantum turbulence . The author explores a number of different
interpretations of his steady-state results, and he comes down in favour of one (Section 3 . 1 .2) that is, in
my opinion, probably along the right lines. The suggestion is made that these steady-state results can also
yield values of the effective kinematic viscosity, although with less confidence. But here there are
problems. It is assumed, without comment, that the length scale ř1is determined by the mesh size of the
grid or of the flow conditioner, and that it remains constant as the flow proceeds downstream. This is a
questionable assumption and seems inconsistent with the effective growth in time of the size of the energy-
containing eddies in decaying turbulence described in Section 3.1.1. A resolution of this problem might
require further experiments, with a range of sizes of the grid mesh.

A final section in the thesis describes an interesting and original theoretical analysis of the effect of a
spatially inhomogeneous vortex density on the different normal modes of the second sound resonator.

overall I see this thesis as describing very clearly an impressive programme oťpublishable experimental
work, much more than adequate for the award of a master's degree. The discussion of the experimental
results is perhaps slightly less impressive, but is still more than adequate. The overall quality of the
writing and presentation is very high.

Případné otázky při obhajobě a náměty do diskuze:
I . In liquid helium at zero temperature what fraction of the atoms is in the condensate? Is this

fraction the same as Pr l P ? If not, why not?

2. Why is a dc voltage applied to the second sound transducers?
3. What important role is played by remanent vortices in quantum turbulence?
4. Values of the effective kinematič viscosity are quite scattered. Is this scatter outside the probable

experimental error, and if so why?
5. Why is it assumed that the eddy-containing eddies in the steady-state flow do not effectively grow

in size as they move down the channel?
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